
Alliteration Activity

Write an alliterative statement about each person in your family

(don't forget the family pets!) You can even expand it and write

about your grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins. See the back of

this page for some ideas!

When you're happy with it, make photocopies, colour or decorate

the pages, and give copies to your family for special occasions.

1.

2.

Alliteration is the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the

beginning of adjacent or closely connected words.

Consonance is the repetition of similar consonant sounds across several

words. They can be the same letter, "Carla cuts carrots carefully," or the

same sound, "Karen keeps cabbage cold."

Assonance is the repetition of vowel sounds across several words, such

as "Alexander ate apples at Auntie Anne's house," or "Ernie eats eggplant

and elephant ears every day."

Some common everyday phrases are alliterations, too! Like "Through

thick and thin," and "Look before you leap."

Write Your Own Family Alliterative Book!
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"Baba's borscht is the best in Blaine Lake"

"Grandpa goes to Gronlid gladly"

"Linda loves living in Leader"

"Rosie's roots are riveted in Rosetown"

"Patsy plays piano in Parkside"

"Orville often opts to play in Outlook"

"Ricardo rarely runs in Regina"

"Samuel sleeps soundly in Saskatoon"

"Robert and Rhonda ranch near Ravenscrag"

"Charlie chomps chestnuts in Chaplin"
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Try it for yourself! I'm

sure you will have fun

playing around with

different words and

possibilities.

Tips for Parents

If you are working with very young children, the

key is whether they get the idea of the repetitive

sounds. Nonsense words and phrases are fine for

the very young.

Above all, keep reading to and with your children, and encourage

early readers to read to themselves, to you, and even to well-

behaved pets.

Alliteration Inspiration


